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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

A May 2021 project report by the U.K. Ministry of Defense, created in partnership with the German

Bundeswehr OHce for Defense Planning, offers shocking highlights of the dystopian cybernetics

future that global technocrats are pushing mankind toward.

The report, “Human Augmentation — The Dawn of a New Paradigm, a Strategic Implications

Project,”  reviews the scienti-c goals of the U.K. and German defense ministries, and they are

precisely what the title suggests. Human augmentation is stressed as being a key area to focus on

in order to win future wars.

But human augmentation will not be restricted to the military ranks. It’s really a way to further

separate classes of humans, with the rich and powerful elite being augmented “super-humans.” It’s

worth noting that anything released to the public is a decade or more behind current capabilities, so

everything in this report can be considered dated news, even though it reads like pure science

-ction.

“... the 'eld of human augmentation has the potential to transform society, security and

defense over the next 30 years,” the report states. “We must begin to understand the

implications of these changes and shape them to our advantage now, before they are thrust

upon us.

Technology in warfare has traditionally centered on increasingly sophisticated platforms

that people move and 'ght from, or artefacts that they wear or wield to 'ght with.

Advances in the life sciences and converging developments in related 'elds are, however,

beginning to blur the line between technology and the human ...

Many technologies that have the potential to deliver strategic advantage out to 2050

already exist and further advances will undoubtedly occur ... Our potential adversaries will

not be governed by the same ethical and legal considerations that we are, and they are

already developing human augmentation capabilities.

Our key challenge will be establishing advantage in this 'eld without compromising the

values and freedoms that underpin our way of life ...

When we think of human augmentation it is easy to imagine science 'ction inspired suits

or wonder drugs that produce super soldiers, but we are on the cusp of realizing the

bene'ts in a range of roles now. Human augmentation will help to understand, optimize

and enhance performance leading to incremental, as well as radical, improvements.”

Changing What It Means To Be Human

As noted in the report, “Human augmentation has the potential to ... change the meaning of what it

means to be a human.” This is precisely what Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the

World Economic Forum (WEF), has stated is the goal of The Fourth Industrial Revolution.

WEF has been at the center of global affairs for more than 40 years, and if you take the time to dive

into WEF’s Fourth Industrial Revolution material, you realize that it’s all about transhumanism. It’s

about the merger of man and machine. This is a dystopian future WEF and its global allies are

actively trying to implement, whether humanity at large agrees with it or not.

Schwab dreams of a world in which humans are connected to the cloud, able to access the internet

through their own brains. This, of course, also means that your brain would be accessible to people

who might like to tinker with your thoughts, emotions, beliefs and behavior, be they the technocratic

elite themselves or random hackers. As noted by history professor Yuval Noah Harari in late 2019,

“humans are now hackable animals.”  As noted in the featured report:

“Human augmentation will become increasingly relevant, partly because it can directly

enhance human capability and behavior and partly because it is the binding agent between

people and machines.

Future wars will be won, not by those with the most advanced technology, but by those who

can most effectively integrate the unique capabilities of both people and machines. The

importance of human-machine teaming is widely acknowledged but it has been viewed

from a techno-centric perspective.

Human augmentation is the missing part of this puzzle. Thinking of the person as a

platform and understanding our people at an individual level is fundamental to successful

human augmentation.”

Key words I’d like to draw your attention to is the aHrmation that human augmentation can “directly

enhance behavior.” Now, if you can enhance behavior, that means you can change someone’s

behavior. And if you can change a person’s behavior in a positive way, you can also control it to the

person’s own detriment.

Theoretically, absolutely anyone, any random civilian with a brain-to-cloud connection and the

needed biological augmentation (such as strength or speed) could be given wireless instructions to

carry out an assassination, for example, and pull it off `awlessly, even without prior training.

Alternatively, their physical body could temporarily be taken over by a remote operator with the

prerequisite skills. Proof of concept already exists, and is reviewed by Dr. Charles Morgan,

professor in the department of national security at the University of New Haven, in the lecture

below. Using the internet and brain implants, thoughts can be transferred from one person to

another. The sender can also directly in`uence the physical movements of the receiver.

The Human Platform

On page 12 of the report, the concept of the human body as a platform is described, and how

various parts of the human platform can be augmented. For example:

Physical performance such as strength, dexterity, speed and endurance can be enhanced, as

well as physical senses. One example given is gene editing for enhanced sight

Psychological performance such as cognition, emotion and motivation can be in`uenced to

activate and direct desired behavior. Examples of cognitive augmentation include improving

memory, attention, alertness, creativity, understanding, decision-making, intelligence and

vigilance

Social performance — “the ability to perceive oneself as part of a group and the readiness to

act as part of the team” — can be in`uenced. Communication skills, collaboration and trust are

also included here

They list several different ways to in`uence the physical, psychological and social performance of

the “human platform,” including genetics (germ line and somatic modi-cation), the gut microbiome,

synthetic biology, invasive (internal) and noninvasive (external) brain interfaces, passive and

powered exoskeletons, herbs, drugs and nano technology, neurostimulation, augmented reality

technologies such as external holograms or glasses with built-in arti-cial intelligence, and sensory

augmentation technologies such as external sensors or implants. As noted in the report:

“The senses can be extended by translating frequencies beyond the normal human range

into frequencies that can been seen, heard or otherwise detected. This could allow the user

to ‘see’ through walls, sense vibrations and detect airborne chemicals and changes to

magnetic 'elds.

More invasive options to enhance existing senses have also been demonstrated, for

example, coating retinal cells with nanoparticles to enable vision in the infrared spectrum.”

They also point out that, from a defense perspective, methods to de-augment an augmented

opponent will be needed. Can you even imagine the battle-eld of the future, where soldiers are

barraged from both sides with con`icting inputs?

As for ethics, the paper stresses that “we cannot wait for the ethics of human augmentation to be

decided for us.” There may even be “moral obligations” to augment people, they say, such as when

it would “promote well-being” or protect a population from a “novel threat.”

Interestingly, the paper notes that “It could be argued that treatments involving novel vaccination

processes and gene and cell therapies are examples of human augmentation already in the

pipeline.” This appears to be a direct reference to mRNA and vector DNA COVID jabs. If so, it’s an

open admission that they are a human augmentation strategy in progress.

The Challenge of Unintended Consequences

Of course, there can be any number of side effects and unintended outcomes when you start

augmenting an aspect of the human body or mind. As explained in the featured report:

“The relationship between augmentation inputs and outputs is not as simple as it might

appear. An augmentation might be used to enhance a person’s endurance but could

unintentionally harm their ability to think clearly and decisively in a timely fashion.

In a war'ghting context, an augmentation could make a commander more intelligent, but

less able to lead due to their reduced ability to socially interact or because they

increasingly make unethical decisions. Even a relatively uncontentious enhancement such

as an exoskeleton may improve physical performance for speci'c tasks, but inadvertently

result in a loss of balance or reduced coordination when not being worn.

The notion of enhancement is clouded further by the intricacies of the human nervous

system where a modi'er in one area could have an unintended effect elsewhere. Variation

between people makes designing enhancements even more challenging.”

Still, none of that is cause to reconsider or slow down the march toward transhumanism, according

to the authors. We just need to understand the human body better, and for that, we need to collect

and analyze more data on human performance, behavior, genetics and epigenetics. As noted by the

authors:

“Devices that track movement, heart rate, oxygenation levels and location are already

commonplace and will become increasingly accurate and sophisticated, making it possible

to gather an increasingly wide array of performance data in real time. We can also analyze

data in ways that were impossible even 've years ago.

Arti'cial intelligence can analyze massive sets of information almost instantaneously and

turn it into products that can inform decision-making. This marriage of data collection and

analytics is the foundation of future human augmentation.”

Lab-Grown Designer Babies

As mentioned, by the time a technological advancement is admitted publicly, the research is

already a decade or more down the road. Consider, then, the February 1, 2022, article in Futurism,

which announced that Chinese scientists have developed an arti-cial intelligence nanny robot to

care for fetuses grown inside an arti-cial womb. According to Futurism:

“The system could theoretically allow parents to grow a baby in a lab, thereby eliminating

the need for a human to carry a child. The researchers go so far as to say that this system

would be safer than traditional childbearing.”

As of now, the AI robot is only in charge of lab-raised animal embryos, as “experimentation on

human embryos is still forbidden under international law.” However, that could change at any time.

In May 2021, the International Society for Stem Cell Research went ahead and relaxed the rules  on

human embryonic experimentation.

Up until then, the rule had been that no human embryo could be grown in a lab environment beyond

14 days. Human embryos may now be grown beyond 14 days if certain conditions are met. In some

countries, laws would still need to be changed to go beyond 14 days, but regardless, there’s no

doubt that as transhumanism gets underway in earnest, ethical considerations about growing

babies in laboratories will be tossed out.

Combine the announcement of an AI robot nanny to care for lab-grown embryos with the 2018

announcement that Chinese scientists were creating CRISPR gene-edited babies. As reported by

Technology Review, November 25, 2018,  “A daring effort is underway to create the -rst children

whose DNA has been tailored using gene editing.”

The embryos were genetically edited to disable a gene called CCR5, to make the babies “resistant

to HIV, smallpox and cholera.” The embryos were then implanted into a human mother using in vitro

fertilization. At the time, the lead scientist refused to answer whether the undertaking had resulted

in a live birth, but shortly thereafter it was con-rmed that one trial participant had indeed given

birth to gene-edited twins in November 2018.

In June 2019, Nature magazine published an article  questioning whether the CRISPR babies might

inadvertently have been given a shorter life span, as research had recently discovered that people

with two disabled copies of the CCR5 gene were 21% more likely to die before the age of 76 than

those with one functioning copy of that gene. The babies might also be more susceptible to

in`uenza and autoimmune conditions, thanks to this genetic tinkering.

Should We Breed Chimeras to Satisfy Need for Organs?

Ethical considerations about animal-human hybrids (chimeras) will probably also fall by the

wayside once transhumanism becomes normalized. Already, human-monkey hybrid embryos have

been grown by a team of Chinese and American scientists.

The hybrid embryos are part of an effort to -nd new ways to produce organs for transplant patients.

The idea is to raise monkeys with human-compatible organs that can then be harvested as needed.

Here, the embryos were grown in test tubes for as long as 20 days — and this was done before the

ISSCR oHcially agreed to relaxing the 14-day rule.

The question is, if this kind of research ends up being successful, and the creation of animals with

human organs is actually feasible, at what point does the chimera become a human?

How do we know that what looks like a monkey doesn’t have a human brain, with the intelligence

that goes with it? Taking it a step further, even, what’s to prevent scientists from growing human

organ donors? Human clones, even? It’s a slippery slope, for sure.

Privacy in the Age of Transhumanism

Perhaps one of the greatest concerns I (and many others) have is that not only are we moving

toward a merger of man and machine, but at the same time we’re also increasingly outsourcing

human morality to machines. I cannot imagine the end result being anything but devastating. How

did that happen? Timandra Harkness, a BBC Radio presenter and author of “Big Data: Does Size

Matter?” writes:

“As the recent pandemic years have shown, the desire to be free from scrutiny unless

there’s a good reason to be scrutinized is widely seen as, at best, eccentric and, at worst,

automatic grounds for suspicion.

We simply can’t articulate why a private life is valuable. We have no sense of ourselves as

autonomous beings, persons who need a space in which to reRect, to share thoughts with a

few others, before venturing into public space with words and actions that we feel ready to

defend ...

Part of the appeal of technologies like AI is the fantasy that a machine can take the role of

wise parent, immune to the emotion and unpredictability of mere humans. But this tells us

less about the real capabilities of AI, and more about our disillusionment with ourselves.

The urge to 'x COVID, or other social problems, with technology springs from this lack of

trust in other people. So does the cavalier disregard for privacy as an expression of moral

autonomy.

Technology ethics can’t save us, any more than technology can. Even during a pandemic,

how we regard one another is the fundamental question at the root of ethics. So we do

need to treat technology as just a tool, after all. Otherwise we risk being made its

instruments in a world without morals.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has -nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE PEOPLE WHO DEFEND THE UNIVERSAL CONCEPT OF LOVE AND AFFECTION. We are in a new world order,

the creation of the transhuman man, the man with patented genes, just like they patented transgenic seeds, just like drugs,

communication technologies, all are patents for the domination and slavery of humanity . GMOs, allopathic medicines and now vaccines

that modify DNA expressions will create a mentally or physically ill civilization, a humanity in decline, without rights or freedoms,

subjected to being simple machines of a technocracy and technofascism, dominated by great fortunes and the governments of the day

submitted to their whims.

Technologies such as nanotechnology, synthetic biology, robotics, arti-cial intelligence and digital brain emulation will transform what it

means to be human. They want nothing less than to free the human race from its biological limitations. As the "transhumanists" see it,

humans must snatch their biological destiny from the blind of evolution, they want to snatch the human soul and turn us into machines.

Transhumanism seeks to create equal beings, but unhappy beings that is incompatible with embracing human enhancement. This

essence, and the view that individuals therefore have inherent worth, is at the heart of political liberalism.

But modifying that essence is at the core of the transhumanist project." The environmental movement has taught us humility and respect

for the integrity of non-human nature. We need a humility regarding our human nature. If we don't develop it soon, we may unwittingly

invite transhumanists to dis-gure humanity with their genetic bulldozers and psychotropic malls. The greed of the rich and powerful is a

story as old as money itself and, in that sense, transhumanism is only the latest version of it: the response of a dehumanized

techno-capitalist market, it is the path of the Great Reset.
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The Path to Transhumanism is included in the Young Global Leaders school, which was established and managed by Klaus

Schwab of the WEF, and which many of today's prominent political and business leaders passed through on their way to the top.

There are currently about 1,300 graduates of this school, and the list of alumni includes several names of those who went on to

become leaders of the health institutions of their respective nations. We also -nd many of the captains of private industry there,

including Microsoft's Bill Gates, Amazon's Jeff Bezos…..The main objective of the WEF's activities is to facilitate and promote

high-level cooperation between large companies and governments.

nationals. The international reach of the pharmaceutical industry is also considerable: Wolff mentions that Global Leaders

alumnus Bill Gates, for example, had been doing business with P-zer for a long time. Digital technology, now ubiquitous, is also

playing a prominent role in the global designs of the elite. Wolff points out that BlackRock,

www.globalresearch.ca/klaus-schwabs-wefs-school-for-covid-dictators-a-..  (02/13/2022)..

www.globalresearch.ca/world-economic-forum-young-global-leaders-reveal..  (02/13/2022)
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It is important for us to hold out and resist. I am not so sure the megalomaniacs will be successful at thwarting nature in the long

run. Those who start -res are often consumed by them.
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Gui I can't even get past the concept of an implanted comms tech that won't harm living beings. I guess we will -nd out more with

planned body-worn 6G devices, sadly. Ultimately, transhumanism is the neurotic's dream and bound to fail.
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Gui, in the name of all that's Holy & Sacred, the Greatest Lie...to transform ourselves by our own hand to be greater than human, &

we thought Hitler was a liar? Hitler like a little child claiming I didn't do it; the cat broke the lamp. A mere child as he sought to

make his madness global...this effort is already global. Another Great Lie, "we" the Predator$, have to make sure only vaccinated

earn back their freedom. Earn what is already our birthright? Lost because we are indoctrinated from birth & most unless they have

been exposed through their life experiences, realize to late the need to maintain it. What sorry empty hollow creatures these

Predator$ must be & their obsession to control.

Surely, they must hate themselves & their emptiness & because the source of their emptiness is their loss of their spirit, soul. Yet

to try to -ll that emptiness with material things & to control all, including that, that is more powerful than themselves - God,

Creation, In-nity has to be the biggest source of emptiness in them. We Do Not Need A Machine to Connect to the Whole! The

Divine Spark of Life & Soul is present in all, it's our small, sel-sh, I, Me, Mine that has to bow down & submit to it in order to see &

live it. To be able to see the Spirit move us to Co-Create with it. When we recognize we're all perfect.

Perfectly human With All Our Human Imperfections. To accept we're not capable of controlling everything because only the Spark

of the Devine is In-net, not the material temporal body. Human augmentation would not change the meaning of what it means to

be a human, it means one is no longer human. To chase Hellbent to control each & every aspect of Life & the Living is to create

death, create emptiness meaningless Hell. Need a dead planet, go to Mars & commit suicide, mission accomplished. Posted

yesterday; So much for Transhumanism. If this doesn't give you the creeps, Why?

www.yahoo.com/entertainment/extreme-suffering-15-23-monkeys-205653491...
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Gui we must bow down & admit to ourselves we are imperfect in order to see clearly & live in accordance with the hidden mysteries

of Life.
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Yes, ALMOND, "those who start -res are often consumed by them." All human beings, by the simple fact of existing, deserve

respect. Which means that they must live with dignity without lacking food and freedom to develop in their desires, without being

subjected to violence due to their condition, gender, race or beliefs, that is why tyrants must be banished from their psychopathic

beliefs that lead to the misery of humanity.
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Yes, BEE, we are in that hope: transhumanism is the neurotic's dream and bound to fail.” All of nature is, as a whole, harmonious,

and humanity dreams of a fairer, less inharmonious society. These global elites want to manage the entire planet, they think they

are much smarter than free-spirited people, who can intervene in decisions. It's not about climate change. It's about raising your

taxes. It's not about equality. It's about increasing regulation of ordinary people like you and me. It is not about improving your

standard of living. It's about giving them more and more power. They care about one thing and one thing only, which is to pursue

their own interest.
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Great expressions, Just, yes, we are imperfect but we have a soul that grows when the human condition is overcome and -lled with

virtues. Life is a constant challenge that challenges us to overcome temptations and strive to conquer the best version of

ourselves. It confronts us with all kinds of obstacles, which makes us grow. The greatest challenge is found within us, in the

struggle that every human being wages between his vices and virtues. Let's -ght so that the handshake is made between the vast

majority of the population against the corrupt elite that materializes in the Great Reset.

We need an impulse of courage and strength to `ow in our veins, we do not need transhumanism, we want to hold on to our

condition human, in tune with the true divine condition that we carry in our soul, to be the creators of a true "Great Reset", that

defeats all lies, that makes the human being free from ties and slavery. With this they try to divert our attention from the cloud of

misery and rottenness that this humanity lives. All these deep state corporations have clear objectives, while they show us an

empty hand or while they point out the alleged culprits of their excesses, they rob us with the other, to satisfy their greed, for

everything necessary to enhance their present and future luxury.

Without any shame they throw the troops to -ght each other, cannon fodder. When casualties reach the limit of what is bearable,

they will already reach an agreement to share the cake. The big corporations are the big bene-ciaries of a techno-fascist state.

Yes, they are true crimes against humanity that must be judged and for this we need the strength of the vast majority that drives

the true change of regeneration, a true "Great Reset" promoted by the vast majority of people who must open their eyes and see

the true reality.
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I have 3 adult married children with their 8 offspring among them. My son, his wife & 3 children are non-vaxx’d. He refers to his

children as pure bloods. There will always remain a sector of pure bloods as that is the way mankind is. We survive and thrive

through our wits, our cleverness and sheer dumb luck. These new age, mechanical tranny’s are just rust buckets in the making.

There’s only so much the human body can manage before it’s poisoned to death. In the not to distant future it will be true bloods

who rule and have high value in society.

They’ll be sought after to reproduce with like a movie star. The tainted can’t reproduce or if they do their offspring is weak and

sickly, they’ll carry old tarnished tech passed to them by their stupid parents who used fear as a weapon against themselves and

their future bc they didn’t want the responsibility of thinking, didn’t want the responsibility of taking action to stop the tyranny and
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The Plan to Turn You Into a Genetically Edited Human Cyborg
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The U.K. Ministry of Defense and the German Bundeswehr OHce for Defense

Planning Human stress that human augmentation needs to be a key area of focus to

win future wars

)

Human augmentation will not be restricted to the military ranks. It’s really a way to

further separate classes of humans, with the rich and powerful elite eventually using

their augmented “super-human” status as justi-cation to rule everyone else

)

The goal of The Fourth Industrial Revolution — introduced and pushed by the World

Economic Forum — is transhumanism, the merging of man with machine

)

Human augmentation can directly affect behavior, either positively or to the detriment of that person)

In the transhumanist view, the human body is a “platform” that can be augmented in myriad ways, physically, psychologically and socially)
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their future bc they didn’t want the responsibility of thinking, didn’t want the responsibility of taking action to stop the tyranny and

corruption; hence their failure is real and palpable. All hail to true bloods!
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All hail to true bloods!. Thanks katndognco, it has been the proposal of many scientists who did not want to poison people: “There

is absolutely no need for vaccines to extinguish the pandemic… Do not vaccinate people who are not at risk of contracting a

disease. Nor is it proposed to vaccinate millions of healthy and -t people with an [experimental] vaccine that has not been

extensively tested in humans.” Dr. Mike Yeadon PhD, former Vice President and Chief Scientist for Allergy and Respiratory

Diseases at P-zer. We do not want a transformation of society that results in permanent restrictions on fundamental freedoms and

mass surveillance as entire sectors are sacri-ced to power big corporations and monopolies: pharmaceuticals, the hi-tech giants,

Bigdata, Amazon, Google, biotech, etc., and ultimately BigMoney.

Economies are being “restructured” and many jobs will be done by machines powered by arti-cial intelligence a great hand of

technocracy that dehumanizes and buries the soul of people. Let us -ght to defend a democracy where human values triumph,

respect, empathy, responsibility, solidarity, will, honesty, gratitude and above all love that is the great exponent that should

encourage the hope of a better world, a world where there is no place hatred, sel-shness, violence and indifference towards

others, which are our day to day, commanded by psychopathic minds that only worship power and money. We don't want

transhumans who obey arti-cial intelligence, we want people with good blood and soul
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Yes, Gui, yes. Yes Juststeve and Almond and all you many others.  I'm grateful for the spirited defense of the human and our nature

under God. Just as we are, we're the ones who get to -ght this battle. In thought and writing and also "in deed." Indeed!  A great

spiritual battle is engaged now. Just declaring myself "in" this morning, enlisted in the ranks, with you.
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Gratitude, imaginal, yes, all in the same ranks, all in the same battle for freedom. The human mind in all its dimensions must be the

basis that governs against a totalitarianism that wants to rule humanity. People must make critical and responsible decisions in

the face of a reality of loss of freedoms and rights. It is in us that the stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people

into false beliefs and direct them along the path of false promises and the loss of true health, are -ltered through critical thinking,

which promotes encounter with the truth, self-esteem, true personal integration. Spiritual strength is the reserve of courage that

each one has within their heart and must be exercised, because it helps us to move forward; especially in adversity. ❤
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Yes GUI, and we all know that transhumanism will not apply to these reptiles pushing this agenda. Here is link to Dr Barrie Trower, a

former U.K. phycisist involved in microwave frequency technology. The videos are a few years old, but very relevant today,

particularly the one re 5g.         www.targetedsurvivors.com/barrie
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". . .the struggle that every human being wages between his vices and virtues. . ." The evil ones don't think they have any vices.

What they DO have is an in-nitely huge Blind Spot. I call it the Blind Spot of Narcissism. It involves a total misconstruing of life,

with the following conclusion: Only two states of being are possible- God, or nothing. There is absolutely nothing in between, the

blind spot forces them to "see" things this way. To be alive means to be God, anything else is impossible and means they would be

nothing. All other autonomy must be end, as that implies that I [they] do not control everything and that I/they are not omnipotent

and therefore they are dead. Wealth is seen as indivisible, there is just a huge lump of everything that I[they} must control.

Lack of such control is MISCONSTRUED as death. THEY MUST CONTROL EVERYTHING OR THEY ARE NOTHING. They cannot see

the absurd logic. Ask them isn't having 99% good enough? No, it still implies they are not God, and that therefore they are, or would

be, nothing. God, at least in these folks, is the mirror image of nothing. . .Every god is a potential nothing, every nothing is a

potential god. Any loss of control is misunderstood as TOTAL LOSS OF CONTROL. The understanding of the relation of PARTS and

WHOLES is WAAY off. This is zero sum made into a warped metaphysical law. [Zero sum- the gain of one MUST come at the

expense of others.]
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correct, Guillermou, however, I believe that their (the nwo leaders) most important goal is to remove God and any form of worship

of Him by humans, as they are basically doing the bidding of God's enemy, to whom they belong. thus, the purpose of removing

traces of humanity and turning us into machines is to render us incapable of being spiritual, and cause us not to be able to resist

serving satan instead.
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About 30 years ago, I read a book written by a woman who had been abducted by an advanced civilization, aka aliens. During the

abduction, through mental telepathy, she was able to ask questions. One of them was what were their thoughts about humans.

Their answer was they did not understand our emotion. We are losing our emotions (i.e., texting, online poker playing without the

need to "read" the human's emotions, etc.) and being forced to evolve and advance our human civilization into a

technological/machine based civilization, just like those who have existed much longer than mankind.
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There comes a point that science has to broaden its focus. Science is limited in its world view of the purely physical and material,

excluding the spiritual from its frame of reference. I believe that true science, ultimately, must unite the spiritual and the physical,

including both in its scope. Further, certain things belong to greatness, and Spirit is the only source of that. Once this is recognized, Only

then will science, be true science. Mankind is not a machine, we are spiritual beings in a body. The cells are transmuted by spirit, and the

spirit can also be affected by the cells.

To tweak them arti-cially, my guess is, will only impact the spirit and may impact our spiritual, not only our physical, evolution. Only those

who are out of touch with spirit are capable of dreaming of such things as roboticized, genetically modi-ed humans, let alone

implementing them. There comes a point, to bookend, that science has to look beyond the materialistic world view alone, to include the

union of spirit and body alike. And spirit is nothing that human beings can create, or mimic. And we certainly can't "augment" it with

arti-cial Anything, we can only hinder it in so doing.

What fools these mortals be! This may not even be funny in the end. But in the end, genetic modi-cation experiments on human beings

may result in a realization that, oh my gosh, human beings are not God after all! Maybe young souls trying to -nd their way are going

about it in weird, twisted ways and hopefully, having discovered their limits, they will -nd their true path back to God. The question is, how

much damage will they do in the process, and how lingering and far reaching will it be?
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Yes, Mirandola, science has to look further away from the conception that a technocracy without limits can be a guarantee of

happiness, of enrichment of the soul. With transhumanism, the modern conception of happiness is viewed as a commodity,

achieving goals that transcend the true human condition. Our ancestors had a better vision of that, an approach to diminish the

desires and expectations of believing themselves to be gods of the Universe, in order to achieve harmony in the true condition of

humanity.

Technology is evolving at an exponential rate driven by the constant need for expansion of capitalism and it is inevitable that at

some point on this curve there will be the man-machine connection that humans create with an arti-cial intelligence that exceeds

the intellectual capacities of men and women, even of a genius like Stephen Hawking. This will probably be the last machine that

humans will make. The ruin and decadence of mankind. In fact, some have even called these technologies a form of "high-tech

eugenics". When the world's richest have the option to extend their lives far beyond natural life expectancy, who ends up being left

behind? The immortality industry is a blatant display of privilege and ego.

Transhumanism also highlights the greatest weak point: that despite the best efforts of billionaires, no amount of genius or

venture capital can beat mortality. The greed of the rich and powerful is a story as old as money itself, and in that sense,

transhumanism is just the latest version of it from a devastating technocracy. This re`ection is hopeful: An alternative future is

proposed in which we can "transcend the human condition", that improve the human condition, inequalities, hunger, in which

technological innovation is directed. to address the problems experienced by the greatest number of people.
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Currently & globally, there are too many Tony Science Fauci's in all the systems well beyond the Medical Realm. They hold to a

robotic, dead, mechanistic, materialistic, reductionist view of everything. They hold back, deny, if not outright destroy those who

hold a different view. There are those who are marrying Ancient Wisdoms with Science, mostly Quantum Science. It is most

unfortunate, but so much passed down is either corrupted by time, but even more so by the reality the victor is who writes history.

The Buddha did not say all is suffering, this is a translation put forth most likely by Predator impulses, as that is what they most

identify with, & Project on others.

A correct translation is All is Unsatisfying. A subtle yet distinct difference. As humans we are dissatis-ed because we do not know

our own minds & as so live in our heads, following words that are meant to be guidepost to point in a general direction, but

Thought as wrote in stone, or enforced as wrote in stone. It is Christ who has already done our suffering so we are left with the

lesser unsatisfying to deal with. It is the unsatisfying, the failures to bring us clarity as to our shortcomings & misunderstandings

to in the end, make the positives, the Light Shine ever brighter.
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It is said that nobody is perfect. Everyone seems to accept this idea, but because we do, there’s a tendency to throw the baby out with the

bathwater. That “baby” is the idea of perfecting, a process… not trying to be perfect, not obsessively avoiding mistakes, but the steady

work at perfecting one’s character as the very process of life. This idea is so marginalized that it ends up being shunted-off as the special

work of a few avatars, philosophers, gurus, saints and, of course, the leading -gures of religions.  There’s a lot of confusion around this

point. Often, what is considered “bettering oneself” amounts to no more than an improvement of circumstance, such as getting a better

house, a -ner suit of clothes or a bigger reputation, while the essential man remains essentially unchanged.

The idea of “human augmentation” is no different. Amplifying a person’s capabilities with transhumanist technologies would more likely

bring any genuine improvement of the person to an abrupt halt; remove the “superman” exoskeleton or the machine/brain interface and

the essential man is no more improved than before, and likely weaker for the dependence. Everyone wants a shortcut, but the technology

for the perfecting process is already available to mankind in the wisdom teachings of the ages. The idea of a human cyborg is, at best,

the misplaced desire of something that has a kernel of truth to it, but pursued in that form is only a colossal expression of ignorance, not

the acceleration of spiritual evolution, but its end.
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Yes, David, "amplifying a person's capabilities with transhumanist technologies would more likely bring any genuine improvement

of the person to an abrupt halt." We do not want a compulsive technology, a technocracy that enslaves the human mind, that does

not lead to human unhappiness, where people seem to work more than before and their lives have become more stressful and with

a great increase in diseases. Industrial pollution, drugs, transgenics and vaccines create unhappiness, because they make people

sick and they bewitch their minds.

Primitive man hunted to eat, now terrorism in all areas, driven by techno-fascism, imposed a dehumanization of man. We must

empower the human mind, we must embrace ethical and moral values to -ght against all the powers that want to enslave the

human mind and body. Increased access to goods and services, coupled with increased consumerism, can lead people to choose

totally unnecessary and super`uous “things”, getting caught in a hedonistic belt of materialism. Tools like arti-cial intelligence

and big data can lead to a violation of our privacy and autonomy.

The digital world can take us away from the beauty of the present moment. Moving away from true "happiness" is a general sense

of well-being, gratitude, and inner peace. The modern conception of happiness is viewed as a commodity, achieving goals that

transcend the true human condition. Our ancestors had a better vision of that, an approach to diminish the desires and

expectations of believing themselves to be gods of the Universe, in order to achieve harmony in the true condition of humanity.
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Profound wisdom from you both. I am always thankful to you for your contributions, which are always are enriching to read and

re`ect on.  Over the last several decades, humanity has increasingly turned towards hedonism, fueled by increasing advertising of

ever improving technologies that offer better and better living, whereas the only prerequisites for human happiness are nourishing

food, clean air and water, and reasonable shelter. This is lost on the multitude, who are increasingly seduced by more and more

novel images coming through their tell-a-lie vision, promising a better and better life. They are unable to see the purpose of living

is lasting human happiness, which transient pleasures that technology offers can never ful-l.

Instead, they are seduced again and again with the novelty, and believe that in order live sanely, rationally and healthfully, they

would need to follow the directives and admonishments of marketers, technocrats, and their political hand-maidens touting their

science as truth. All critical faculties are surrendered for the pseudo-security offered by these mass media gimmicks. I feel certain

that absent tv, the world would be a happier place. Certainly, I can speak for myself: I dumped my tv on the curbside at the end of

2014 and have never gone back to it since, and never will. It took me less than -ve years to realize the truth. I am now a saner,

healthier, happier human being.
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Darzoum, I love your statement about imperfection being the source of our transformation and evolution. Bravo! Brilliant insight.

One minister said to me, "the imperfections are the growing edge" when used for good and for positive growth. Thank you for this!

Beautiful. As for the 'Machine-brain interface" there is no such thing. Arti-cial "intelligence" is misnamed. It is dead. Real

intelligence is living and thinking. Computers can not think. They can only calculate. By de-nition this is sterile in nature. Spirit,

thought, real intelligence are potent, almost pregnant with essence and life, meaning and purpose.

Arti-cial "intelligence" has no substance and lacks insight, even if the calculations and other rigamaroles may be useful and shed

light but only, at times. I believe even then it is very limited in its scope. Sorry to Mr Musk, the idea of hooking up the human brain

to a computer is terribly, just terribly misguided, lacking in insight and awareness. It makes me positively shiver. My prediction is

that people will go through a phase of arti-cial life forms only to discover that the spirit is really a necessity in life. And then they

will seek the spirit, and wake up from this delusional robot phase. My two cents.
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I have no intention of giving up my humanity, David. Without it; we are nothing but soulless automatons. How do we know that the

evil minions pushing this transhumanism, aren't already "augmented"?
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Bingo, spot on Dar. A perfect response from another perfect human being with all our human imperfections. There is a reason it is

hard, if not impossible to -nd a saint, sage, seeker who has not suffered beyond the belief of most people's imagination, let alone

realities. Old decaying temples, castles, pyramids with questions of what Predator King they are supposed to have been built for. Is

this the glory of who or what they were, all that is left of God Kings who bettered themselves? Yet the lives, actions, the words of

wisdom from Holy Men from all around the world continue to live on despite the best efforts of God Kings with their Devine Rights,

try to kill.
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"If you are irritated by every rub, how will your mirror become polished?" Rumi "There is a crack in everything, that's how the light

gets in" Leonard Cohen The former is paradoxically my favorite quote, but I do not like it. That's why it remains authentic.
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This is all ABSOLUTELY CORRECT!!! Every morning, we must ARISE to Do our Real Work, which IS to COGNIZE that our Real Identity

is not the ectoplasmic GUNK OF FLESH; and that BRINGING CONSCIOUSNESS AND REAL MEANING TO EVERY SINGLE THING WE

DO IS (should) TRULY BE STEMMING FROM THE COSMIC ORDER OF UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES.
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The CCP Chinese military has already used helmets equipped with explosives to kill any soldier wearing one if the soldier's

commander or the soldier decides to activate it in the best interest of China. The idea is to prevent the soldier from becoming

captured alive by the military of India. It's also to prevent soldier defections.    

theblogginghounds.com/2021/01/13/china-developing-suicide-military-hel..
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How on earth did we arrive at this juncture? hmmm? Try "evolution" the big lie, with an agenda from its introduction into mainstream

education, all the while projecting us towards man merging with machine. First it was introduced to us from Hollywood. Now the

appointed time is set, and the world will be plunged into "hell on earth" should these "crazies" take the world into their dystopian age. but

God, has another plan for the world He created. Thank God for that.
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Whether its true or not or will become real or not i dont really care. Reality is now, what i make it. Its loving the people you want to love

and love you back. Life is too short to worry about this stuff or get absorbed in it. Witchcraft has been around much much before this

techno stuff...its just the updated version
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The Great Reset will not only be -nancial / economic, eventually it will involve a greater power resetting humanity because man and his

ideas are in opposition to the cycles of Nature, and therefore, out of control. Bottom Line: Man will answer for his actions that are in

violation of Universal Law which involve humanity and Nature which are entangled energies. "Forgive them Father, they know not what

they do"
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Yes, Jerry, the sociopolitical elite seeks to establish control on the very basis of human survival: the provision of our daily bread.

"Control the food and you control the people." We are in a diabolical world of pro-t-driven political intrigue, government corruption

and coercion, where genetic manipulation and patents on life forms are used to gain global control over food production. The

increase in consumerism, including junk food, can lead people to choose totally unnecessary and super`uous “things”, sacri-cing

their health, polluting the planet, being trapped in a hedonistic tape of materialism.

Tools like arti-cial intelligence and big data can lead to a violation of our privacy and autonomy. The digital world can take us away

from the beauty of the present moment. Moving away from true "happiness" is a general sense of well-being, gratitude, and inner

peace. We must empower the human mind, we must embrace ethical and moral values to -ght against all the powers that want to

enslave the human mind and body.
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Eventually the new and updated "reset" will become obsolete in time anyway. Things will are always meant to break down. Only the

human spirit and repentance means something in eternity
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Very true jerry! The Father has set a day and he will intervene in mans affairs! Daniel 2:44-45 44“In the time of those kings, the God

of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be destroyed, nor will it be left to another people. It will crush all those kingdoms

and bring them to an end, but it will itself endure forever. 45This is the meaning of the vision of the rock cut out of a mountain, but

not by human hands—a rock that broke the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces. “The great God has shown

the king what will take place in the future. The dream is true and its interpretation is trustworthy.”

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 8:01:40 AM
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

don't forget the fake [paper] money that (((they))) use to get anything they want

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 4:19:21 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

betternbetter
Joined On 7/12/2016 7:56:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all TOTALLY against God and his design!! It will ultimately destroy humans and fail, but God please help us in the mean time to

defend against this evil.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 9:36:14 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, these people ( I guess I’m using the term loosely) are going way above their pay grade with this agenda. The Creator is very

shortly going to impress this upon them in a large and unmistakable way.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 9:48:16 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

76La76
Joined On 5/20/2016 11:26:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People can experiment all they want but at the end of the day we will all perish to wherever we will go. Even scientists. And mad scientists

as well

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 4:40:46 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even the Stars die.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 5:53:26 AM
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pikiverschueren
Joined On 4/13/2014 7:15:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It dawns on me that everything female, mother, mother earth and nurturing is slowly getting eliminated. This plan is masculine to the very

extreme. It is all centred around 'war'. I as a woman am scared. This is not what life and the planet is about. These people live in fridges!

We are all in the rollercoaster implementations designed by men who are dangerously and deeply wounded inside.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 12:59:50 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, Pikiverscheuren, mother, female, earth, is not being eliminated at all. Take heart. The Destroyers have tried this many

times....we are stil here.Take heart, they can't take US down!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 1:22:24 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.reuters.com/world/europe/police-stop-50-vehicles-heading-paris-pro..  You can now be arrested for simply possessing a gas mask

in Paris. Meanwhile, police are teargassing people.  Even if you live in those areas and try to go about your day-to-day business
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in Paris. Meanwhile, police are teargassing people.  Even if you live in those areas and try to go about your day-to-day business

peacefully, you may not be allowed to protect yourself from police action.
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Guillermou
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Yes, Almond, tyranny and fascism in Paris. Now hundreds of cars, motorhomes and trucks that were part of a Canadian-style

protest convoy against Covid regulations continue their march to the Brussels Parliament where they are demonstrating this

Monday. Demonstrators brandished French `ags and chanted "We will not surrender" and "Freedom, freedom." "We will go to

Brussels to try to block it, to -ght against this policy of permanent control," said Jean-Pierre Schmit, an unemployed 58-year-old

who came from Toulouse. For Sandrine, 45, who came from Lyon, the government's response to the Covid crisis had revealed that

"we're losing our freedoms bit by bit, in an insidious way." The latest self-proclaimed “freedom convoy” comes after 97 people were

arrested at the weekend in Paris where thousands of demonstrators de-ed a ban on attempting to blockade the French capital.

The French government has said it plans to relax face mask mandates by February 28, and is hoping to end the vaccine pass

requirement by late March or early April. www.france24.com/en/europe/20220214-french-convoy-against-covid-restri..

 (02/14/2022). PARIS POLICE USE HEAVY HANDED TACTICS AGAINST TRUCKERS & SUPPORTERS @ FREEDOM CONVOY.

rumble.com/vutqy9-paris-police-use-heavy-handed-tactics-against-trucke..  (02/13/2022) POLICE IN PARIS ARE PANICKING AS

THE FRENCH TRUCKERS FREEDOM CONVOY HEAD TO THE CITY

rumble.com/vuqrih-police-in-paris-are-panicking-over-the-french-trucke..  (02/12/2022)
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Guillermo... This is ominous. I do not thrust the govt after we see how they treat protesters. Esp. peaceful protesters. Relaxing face

mask mandates is important, but not the most signi-cant issue. Will it lull people into complacency? I hope not.  Passports have

been a major issue. They may promise to end them by late March-April, but is it a permanent end to them? Where is the legislation

guaranteeing people their rights? Why wait so long? What is the chance govt will go back on their word if protesters disperse?

There is no reason to trust a bureaucracy--only trust something that "bleeds" and when you have a good reason to do so. A person

with authority to make changes. Why the March-April date? Are they buying time? Expecting to solidify control between now and

then?
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rrealrose
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It might be helpful to have a list of which world leaders are up for election, and of those, who attended the WEF's -nishing school

for tyrants. That may give a clearer picture of which countries have upheld their tyrannical restrictions despite omicron evidence to

the contrary.
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Realrose, The list is long and is the reason most countries immediately adopted the false PCR test and pandemic dictatorships.

Remember the two African nations that refused? One of those leaders was assassinated and the other one "disappeared". Both

were replaced by pro Schwab great reset leaders.
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Thanks caws, have seen a similar info. a while back. Apparently Hr. Schwab at the WEF has his -ngers or allies inserted into many

govts worldwide, as he has been working on installing "his people" for the past 20 - 30 years.
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the echo of the voice of plato the -rst commie the state is above the individual, they [individuals] can and will be used for ANY

purpose- this view has been in force for at least 150 years, only recently has the logic been pushed to its limit- totalitarianism- the

state is all the state in all all in the state nothing outside the state benito mussolini
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Hey brothers and sisters,   I’m glad to see Mercola covering this disturbing notion. When I -rst learnt about it, I believed the WEF’s

nefarious plans to be imminent; my body went into -ght or `ight for months. It was awful.  But then something beautiful happened. I

stumbled upon Tim Mackie’s Bible project videos on YouTube and suddenly my perspective shifted and life - the battle between good and

evil, despite it being mocked - made so much sense.  Schwabb et al’s twisted idea of integrating us with machines won’t come true. We

were made in the image of God - not man - and we belong to our Creator - not deranged Schwabb.

Pray for the sick elite who cannot accept who their maker is - they’re missing out on so much here that God meant for them - for all of us -

to enjoy.  If you ever meet one, tell them to chill out and look at some trees. If they aren’t awestruck, stand behind them and whisper in

their ear that they are just as magni-cent a creation as the trees and to humble themselves by accepting that they’ll never be the creator

or visionary that He is. And it’s ok.  I hope you all enjoyed the hippiest of hippy posts in the history of Mercola.com  I love you all and

promise this all ends well…keep the faith. Peace.
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One of the scariest aspects ( in what is a terrifyingly plausible control freak orchestrated invasion of human potential and capacity for

freedom and happiness) is that these awful machinations by governments and military machine-oriented technocratic overreaches are

not more widely known or disseminated so that people can object and arouse responsible regulation and better future goals that prohibit

such android creations by an already over-privileged self-annointed and Big Money bankrolled uber-class. THANK YOU DR MERCOLA FOR

PROTECTING HUMAN RIGHTS AND TRANSPARENCY OF TECHNOCRATIC TYRANTS' AIMS .
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"human rights" is a commie left wing idea [lot of that on this liberal site]
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All of this reminds me of a poem by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe: "The Sorcerer's Apprentice": The poem begins as an old sorcerer

departs his workshop, leaving his apprentice with chores to perform. Tired of fetching water by pail, the apprentice enchants a broom to

do the work for him, using magic in which he is not fully trained. The `oor is soon awash with water, and the apprentice realizes that he

cannot stop the broom because he does not know the magic required to do so. The apprentice splits the broom in two with an axe, but

each of the pieces becomes a whole broom that takes up a pail and continues fetching water, now at twice the speed.

At this increased pace, the entire room quickly begins to `ood. The apprentice wails that the ghosts he called upon , he cannot get rid of

now. When all seems lost, the old sorcerer returns and quickly breaks the spell. The poem concludes with the old sorcerer's statement

that only a master should invoke powerful spirits. I just wonder, whether a *Master* of the human race will appear in time. If not, we'll ALL

perish, because ALL of us have lost the know-how of living with nature and without that, we cannot exist.
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Yes, here you go, this is part 1 from Fantasia: https://youtu.be/2DX2yVucz24
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Wars will be conducted in outer space. This foolish idea of having a 30,000+ satellite-grid that spans completely around the planet will be

target #1. Whichever country you are going to attack you just take out their 5G. Now they are without coms. You target the coms-grid and

the power-grid and the rest is a cakewalk. Anyone who doesn't have months of food and supplies on hand won't make it. Anyone relying

on public services won't make it. Even those like myself, who have a self-sustaining 22 acres I can survive on for 10 years with no

services, will be in trouble if you get caught with your britches down! My property is nearly 200 miles away.

If the worst happened right now I would not be able to get to my property. Just to get from my job to the house I actually live in would take

me all day with all the electricity out (no traHc lights) even though it's only 26 miles. Then I need fuel. My truck gets 10mpg. So I need a

full tank of gas just to get to my remote location. I'm probably more prepared than 99% of the people out there and that's not enough. You

need to be 100% prepared! If you live in an inter-city apartment and use public transportation or an electric car as a means of commuting,

you really need to reconsider your lifestyle choices. You are the most vulnerable.
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" "Wars will be conducted in outer space. This foolish idea of having a 30,000+ satellite-grid that spans completely around the

planet will be target #1." Much agreed. If mobility is not a necessity, try to get your high speed internet via -ber optic cable, and

settle for a 4G `ip or smartphone as just a supplemental need. Also consider a large 500 gal propane tank for long term, clean

burning, fuel storage, as gasoline and diesel fuels are prone to reverting to varnish over a relatively short period of time.

www.electricgeneratorsdirect.com/power/propane-generators.html?gclid=E..   ~~

 uniqueappliances.com/product-category/refrigerators-freezers/propane/   ~~

 fordauthority.com/2020/10/roush-cleantech-starts-production-of-ford-7-..   ~~

 www.glpautogas.info/us/new-lpg-propane-cars-wagons-sedans-suvs-for-sal..
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jamNjim, late last week, a small science article showed up reporting about (40) SpaceX satellites in orbit were knocked out, due to

high solar winds. Didn't even make it to the front page of any newspaper, right?
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For those without an acreage to rely on, learn about edible weeds, and edible bugs. Perhaps not the tastiest food, at least not until

you develop a taste for it, but you can survive while everyone else is -ghting over the limited food supply.
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Real, I read a report on that. If the story I read is true it is all Elon/SpaceX's fault. They were warned of the solar storm ahead of

time. They ignored the warnings and launched them anyway.
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Grulla, -ber optic high speed internet is what I have currently. The downside is I have it from AT&T and I'm trying to drop AT&T.

When I lose ATT I'll be forced to go satellite or a regular cable.
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Yes Jack, everyone needs to learn what's edible that you can go pick. The only things I've ever picked from the wild and ate are

muscadines (have some growing on a right-away 20 yards from my house), possum grapes (tiny wild grapes), persimmons (taste

varies tremendously from tree to tree from very bitter to very sweet), wild plums (almost extinct where I live now), mulberries (also

very hard to -nd now), blackberries (nearly all are un-t to eat now), wild blueberries, wild mulberries, and polk salad. I've known for

years you could eat dandelion but I have never tried it. The polk salad, as probably everyone knows, is toxic. You have to pick the

young leaves that have no purple veins and boil/rinse them 3 times.

Then we cook some bacon to make bacon bits. The bits and polk salad get scrambled with eggs in the bacon grease. If you like a

spinach/bacon/egg scramble you will love the polk salad/bacon/egg scramble. If times really got hard I have lots of acorns to eat

on my 22 acres. I learned from years of clearing out the leaves and underbrush on that property that if you burn everything off once

every other year you get a bumper crop of acorns. Every deer for 20 miles eats the acorns on my property. By this time of the

season the acorn mold and the deer stop eating them. If you burn all the leaves off it COOKS the acorns and preserves them a few

months longer! The deer love them! So it's a win win.

The trees look healthier, they produce more acorns, and the deer have lots to eat through the winter months. For those that are

wondering...NO, I have never shot a deer on that property! If I'm starving to death I might have to some day. What's most disturbing

is how few of these wild food sources still exist. When I was a child I could walk less than a mile in any direction and get my -ll of

blue berries, mulberries, blackberries, muscadines, and plums. They're all gone now except the blackberries and they're so small

now that they're not -t to eat.
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Jam, I hike a lot and I like going off the beaten trail. I used to take routs where I knew I would -nd a bounty of wild berries, grapes,

and other fruits. I too have noticed a dramatic decline in the quantity and the quality. I blame it on the lumber/paper companies,

although something else is at play here. I can remember walking through cut-overs in the 80's where there would be massive

blackberry thickets growing along the edges of the wood line and log-truck roads/trails. It was nothing to go pick a 5 gallon bucket

in an afternoon and take it to grandma's house to make a blackberry cobbler. You couldn't do that today if you had 2 weeks to go

pick blackberries. What happened?
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Yes jimNjam, I also remember eating wild plums found on my grandparents farm. There were also choke cherries, goose berries

and wild grapes growing wild there which my grandmother made into jelly. There were also hops and wild marijuana... My

grandfather always pulled up the marijuana as it attracted teenagers and they would tear up his -elds with their cars in search of

the stuff. I have eaten dandelions, pretty bitter and best mixed with something else. Dandelion is one of the most nutritious greens

around, I have been told that the high levels of minerals contributes to the bitterness. I imagine that the long tap root is responsible

for siphoning up nutrients deep in the soil.
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Arlen1....you ask "what happened" to wild plant species... where I grew up in the 1960s, (north Virginia) wild black raspberries grew

under clear-cuts, such as under the power line. The area hosted many species, including `owering dogwood, milkweed blossom

heads buzzing with bees, wild`owers such a yarrow. About 2007, Dominion Pwr company applied 3 different pesticides (probably

included glyphosate) that poisoned the soil. The wild species I mentioned NEVER came back; the dogwoods died. Nothing grows

there now except a hardy grass-type. Dominion did it to save maintenance costs assoc'ed with keeping the area under their lines

free of vegetation. Perhaps something similar happend in your area. Acid rain, air pollution, DDT cloud-spray in the 1950s...
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"Grulla, -ber optic high speed internet is what I have currently. The downside is I have it from AT&T and I'm trying to drop AT&T.

When I lose ATT I'll be forced to go satellite or a regular cable." I assume you -nd ATT is pricey with poor customer service??? If so,

explore the idea of a third party discount intermediary, like Consumer Cellular or others, for your ATT -ber hookup. Such is the

case with my C.C. virtual landline Home Phone service, (with a recently upgraded, co-ax connected, EMF safe, 4G dual outdoor

antennas), who piggybacks on ATT or T-Mobile's backbone. I pay half the price for unlimited long distance service with excellent

customer service support, and they further discount my traveling 4G unlimited cell phone. So perhaps CC, or others, can provide a

similar middleman discount arrangement for your current high speed -ber optic service?
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Ok my most ‘dark and darstardly’ conspiracy theory, despite being a fairly normal professional (on the exterior) is, I am certain that Gates,

Zuckerberg, Trudeau, Ardern, Walinski, Fauci, Putin and many many others also lesser public -gures but now in strategic roles, are a

product of gene manipulation technology and have been ‘produced’, much like Dolly the sheep in the 80s was made public, and have been

DECADES long planning to -ll the roles they are in now, with look-alike powerful people, humans without empathy. It’s the biggest genetic

manipulation and in-ltration scheme in the history of man/humans. Except instead of sheep or pig, they made Reptile mixed with Human

(populistically described) in the petri dish as they needed certain undesirable human traits removed. We, the good people of the world,

know so little of what’s possible and happening behind the (iron) curtains....Yes old wine in new bottles, witch craft 2.0 - or probably 5.0

by now....
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Perfect intro to the Corona Committee's 2nd day of Grand Jury hearings, on the topic of History: "Grand Jury - The Court of Public

Opinion - Day 2 - Historical Background | Grand-Jury.Net" - www.bitchute.com/.../WAwRxzisAQlS  - over 5 hours of testimony, (am

at 2.5 hrs in). No surprise? This planning in one form or other has been ongoing since the late 1800's, if assuming awareness of

what occurred back then, odds are ya do not! The Elite in English speaking nations have been working on this concept of Human

2.0 re-ning it for a long, time. The City of London focuses prominently, as does Henry Kissinger.
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You are probably correct in your thinking. There's not many places you can say that and have people agree with you. Any one who

thinks otherwise is either a brick short of a load or in on the conspiracy.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Decades ago, the ACLU wrote about cloned babies as a deep civil liberties concern, given the notion of patented genes. This means that

our body would be owned by the government. Not any joke to think about. Talk about dictatorship and control, whew! I also pity the poor

soul living in such a body, let alone one owned by its government.
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It's hard to imagine, but I'm getting there.
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I think that being human is enough. I certainly don't want to be enhanced by a connection to a network. The problem is that the military is

always striving for total dominance and will stop at nothing to achieve it. A probable rationale is: we got to throw out ethics/morality since

enemy X will not allow moral restraints to keep them from creating that which could lead to our downfall. IOW, if we don't do it now they'll

gain an advantage over us. We do know that dark projects already exist. So, when does this all end?
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Joined On 5/20/2016 11:26:10 AM
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I agree Dena. I think /believe life is too short to worry or absorb oneself about this stuff. Life it too real today to abandon. We have

people to love and take care of(if we truly do) . i always say follow your heart and not science for it is moral worth and that will let

the spirit live on with the ones we love
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Consider that we just had the biggest rally in Australian history, with an estimated 2.5 million people converging on the nation's capital.

The media distorted the reporting, the politicians, for the most part, ignored it and the majority of the population doesn't even know about

it. Whether it achieved anything remains to be seen. I have been to rally after rally and nothing has changed. The health oHcials keep

droning on about vaccines and completely ignore the available data. No-one takes them to task about it. Adverse events and deaths from

the vaccines are not acknowledged. These cretins know that most of the population is unaware of all of this and it will take a mass

awakening to change anything.
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seedsaver37
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Nat, 2.5 million is a gross exaggeration - that would be around 10% of the population.  It was closer to 10,000. It was on ABC news

last night, so was not ignored entirely by the media. A protest against the Vietnam war was far bigger - the generally accepted

-gure is around 100,000.
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"an estimated 2.5 million people" Come on Man!  That's half the pop of Sydney and most were home watching 'sport' or on the grog

or both.. . The remainder of your comment is valid but exaggerations do the cause no good.  I would estimate 12-15,000 and that's

a very good show. Well done to all  PS I was in the last 2 Sydney rallies... 3,-4,000 tops... not 600 as MSM reported, or 10,000+ as

organisers stated. Gotta keep a level head or it all becomes lies.
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seedsaver...Are you so ignorant as to believe the legacy MSM? Propaganda it is. You need you pull your head out and discover the

sunshine.
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Beentheredonethat2, there is no need to be so damn rude! There was a time when this sort of comment would have been deleted

as abuse.  How times have changed. I don't know what ''legacy MSM", means, but I am referring to the Australian Broadcasting

Corporation when I say ABC. From all accounts, a far superior organisation to the US version. It has always been a trusted , reliable

source of information.
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Very disturbing indeed. We should all know by now that if a new technology can be weaponised and used for military or citizen control

purposes, it will be - regardless of any safeguards put in place. Even if it is legislated against, there will always be government and private

groups operating in the shadows to exploit it, to their bene-t and our cost. The world is heading rapidly towards a very dystopian future,
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groups operating in the shadows to exploit it, to their bene-t and our cost. The world is heading rapidly towards a very dystopian future,

as bad or worse than most science -ction stories have imagined. I am not optimistic enough to believe that anything or anyone will be

able to stop it from happening, bar a major global catastrophe, and even then.............
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Well said Galeforce, very disturbing, as this is also part of the great reset, as WEF claims: You will be poor but happy. So that will be

a -nancial reset. It the title of Klaus Schwab book: The Great Reset. He talks about a new -nancial order. And they have the means

to do it, in fact it's quite easy to do. As they did in the past with -nancial tricks to some countries, where people lost their fortunes.

Soros who founded WEF with Schwab, did this to Malaysia and Thailand, manipulating their currencies, so they collapsed in value

to half (compared to dollar), known as the 1997-98 Asian -nancial crisis. I remember some people committed suicide because the

economy collapsed, businesses went bankrupt.

He did it to other countries too: www.georgeguidolombardi.com/2020/07/08/george-soros-a-truly-evil-man/  After the reset then

you will depend on them and only get money if you comply. It will be like Chinese Social Credit System now. In China if you don't

comply you can not travel and other restrictions. It is obligation to have telephone with you so they can check on you non-stop.

After the reset money will be digital and if you resist them they can block your credit card, so you can't buy food, or a ticket, goods,

gas for your car. Then they will have total control over you. Then they say: No jab, no money.
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After watching that video & the admissions by DARPA [who is in charge of Operation Warp Speed} on 60 MINUTES 6 months ago

about how they already have the ability to PUT VOICES IN YOUR HEAD; there can be no doubt that the HAVANA SYNDROME , LONE

SHOOTERS, & those claiming to be ELECTROMAGNETICALLY TORTURED IN THEIR OWN HOMES are under deliberate manipulation

for political & experimental purposes. Of course there are drugs and implants that can be used secretly as well.We all know that

nearly every single mass shooter was on antidepressants ,antipsychotics or both; BUT WHO KNOWS WHAT OTHER INFLUENCES

THERE WERE?      Last week Macron visited Putin & refused their PCR test because they could not risk the Russians having his

DNA.

Why? Because as Dr Morgan stated ; they can make an agent that will kill only one person [or by extrapolation a related group of

people] if they have the DNA.  That said the scientists who have tested the vials of "vaccine" & have found graphine oxide &

parasites are not wrong. My microscopist; who has a high tech machine has also seen this in people's `uids. I managed to identify

the parasite. It is a protozoa called Hydra Vulgaris that has been genetically AND synthetically modi-ed . To be clear GMO is when

you put a -sh gene in a tomato or alter the DNA with another BIOLOGICAL that could not exist in nature.

SMO is when you alter the DNA with a computer printed sequence of DNA that is NONBIOLOGICAL; kind of like the Terminator. The

Hydra has the unique ability to regrow not only appendices but it's whole body from as little as 300 cells. So chop it up in 30 pieces

& you get thirty more. Again just like the MATRIX and Mr.Smith. Hydra can be frozen and regenerated when put in warm

environment and are reactive to light and electromagnetic frequencies. This explains the need to keep the shots frozen. I even

found a Transgenic Hydra Facility that does Hydra embryo microinjection in Kiev for sale to those who want to do experiments!
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Thanks to those who have offered support over the years and to those who take the time to research before ridiculing anybody on this

site. It appears that this site, like so many others, has been in-ltrated by shills and I don't need to be ridiculed for taking the time to

research and share information that I believe to be relevant. IanW2001, I'm sorry that you are completely beguiled by the media but your

estimates of participants at the rallies is simply not true. We had 7,000 at one of the rallies in Newcastle, one of the regional cities in

Australia. There have been up to 500,000 at rallies in Melbourne. The -gure I quoted at the Canberra rally was not a fabrication of my

imagination but based on estimates from several, oHcial organizations.

These estimates vary from 500,000 to 2.8 million. Thanks to bee70578 for taking the time to -nd a video of the rally and this one quotes

1.7M. Whatever the number, it was DEFINITELY the biggest protest rally ever held in Australia, during my lifetime. The other important

fact that has come to light is that a proportion of the crowd were vaccinated and protesting because the restrictions and control

measures and the vaccines were ineffective and they feel betrayed. Perhaps the tide is turning. Thank you to all but this is my last post.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/vvZwPQVhyqE   Pass it on!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The authors of "Brave New World" and "1984" had no idea of how bad things could get. Augmenting a handicapped person so that they

have the same functions as a non-handicapped person makes sense, but going beyond that leads to very dangerous territory. Think

"Robocop" on steroids and on a mass scale.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

evil AI robots would be absolutely terrifying.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To me, the key phrase is "future wars." "Future wars" is a foregone conclusion with these people, and perhaps those of us who see a

different, un-warlike future for humanity need to step up our efforts. Many are.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A recipe for extinction. Great. Let's have a riot.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“The best-laid plans of mice and men often go awry.” The techno-grab will fail miserably. Quit buying into the scare mongering.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Resistance is not futile.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have to laugh at these kinds of technological "plans". The human species hasn't even learned how to grow food without poisoning

everything in sight. Eat a home-grown heritage tomato, then follow up with a GMO tomato. The GMO tomato has less `avor than a piece

of cardboard and is probably more poisonous. Electromagnetic broadcast tinkering has devastated the environment, and human beings

have reduced themselves to attention de-cit zombies. The ecosystem will fully collapse well before these techno-jerks get a chance to

implement their fantasies.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, their exit strategy appears space travel and subsequent colonization of Mars. This is after they have thoroughly plundered and

trashed Earth. Talk about totally self-centered psycho's.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/hong-kong-overwhelmed-as-covid-infections..  Hong Kong is breaking all previous Covid-19 records

and are at 90% capacity for hospital beds. China's vaccines are the conventional attenuated and/or dead virus type which offers a better

immediate sterilization effect for viral infections, but inevitably end up causing ADE. As the virus crosses the globe and new variants

immerge, it's just a matter of time before a variant immerges that can escape the body's immunity. This is why no one should consider

getting vaccinated against a coronavirus.

Minimize any underlying conditions you may have. Obesity and high blood pressure are the top 2 and both are caused by Insulin

Resistance. All 3 conditions are accompanied with Low Vit-D levels. When you -x the root cause (Insulin Resistance), your High Blood

Pressure, Obesity, and Low Vit-D problems magically go away. With that said, the Chinese typically don't have those issues. Therefore, the

sudden spike in their cases and hospitalizations is evidence that ADE is taking place and it could be massive!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ironic - isn't this news crazy? Japan has squashed the virus using Ivermectin, just a "short hop" across the China Sea.
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Despite their relentless propaganda during the last 2 years and making life miserable for most citizens with their insane measures, the

people have spoken: WE don't want to loose our choice and be medically raped in the name of 'safety'. Thanks to the brave Canadian

truckers we now know WE are not alone but part of the fastest growing movement that can no longer be ignored. Good luck to them

trying to force the next -gment of their insanity into our bodies. If we listen carefully and without fear, we know they have already lost the

war. We won.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@evedawn, One wins the very moment that one withdraws one's consent to be tyrannized.  For elaboration of this fact, read

"Discourse on Voluntary Servitude" by Etienne de La Boétie.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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"Scottie. Beam me up"
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Add as Friend  Send Message

More like "Elon, ship us up!" Here's a recent link: www.bbc.com/.../science-environment-60349810  - and, here's another from

today: www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/02/14/jared-isaacman-polaris-sp..  - starships, what does that tell you?
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LOL...elon musk is just a clown.....running off at the mouth....He is just another wanna-be.....when 5G gets to cooking billions....the

NWO Gang will ju8st toss him under the bus too......along with other GoyJews....he is just another dancing idiot like gates
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Joined On 5/20/2016 11:26:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is sad news on the state of humanity. Very disappointing. Very dark. Don't you see it doesn't matter what experiments these

scientists do...at the end of the day we will become a victim of our own device(s).each and every one of us, wether we are dominant one

or not wether we are weak or we are strong. Things are meant to break down. Only love keeps us going. Madness intermingles with

madness
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We've known it's coming. The big question that remains unanswered is what to do about it and I'm not just talking about trans-humanism,

I'm talking about the whole agenda? So far I've seen all of the evidence to show that we have been deceived, subjected to draconian

control measures and falsely labelled "vaccines." We know what has been and is being done but no-one has come up with a solution. This

is a complex plan, many decades in the making and every contingency has been considered. They know what to expect from us and what

to do in reply, that much is obvious. While they can anticipate our every move, we have little chance of winning. Remember, there is no

middle ground, it's win or lose.
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nat...., Just say NO!??
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What to do about it? Writing holds tools to educate people and to stimulate thought and questioning. If we identify ideas and

beliefs commonly held by people, and then rebut them with well researched facts, then we can create for positive change. And this

is peaceable, effective change.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am in full agreement Mirandola, and yet, we would need a whole army of people to do the researching, writing and speaking

against all current Draconian censorships. This though, is not the real near-insurmountable problem. The problem, as I see it, is

that they've got a huge lead, perhaps centuries ahead of us in the making, that it will need a superhuman effort on the part of each

and every one of us to defeat them. I suspect there are too few of us with the capacity to do this to short order at the present time.

That's my take. I love your never say die attitude. You always see the positive. I consider myself to be a positive individual but I

come nowhere close (which of course is why I am writing this). I just wish there are many more of you (us). I have tried writing and

speaking but not much really gets through, even though I have been a fairly effective communicator. We are -ghting the power of

the long arm of propaganda, and not just since 2019-20 too.
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Lynn289
Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the eyes of the Creator, God; this technology is like someone taking the painting of the Mona Lisa, re-painting to make her hair short

and blond, her eyes large and round, her nose broad and wide, her dress light pink instead of dark burgundy. With this tinkering it is not

the artists creation anymore, it is the creation of the tinkerer. A holy, just God will not tolerate this kind of manipulation with his creation

for long.
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Joined On 8/13/2015 10:09:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does the covid-19 "vaccine" contain any component that could be used to control the people who took it?
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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here is Canadian leader.... banned.video/watch
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Nat
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I had decided not to post any further but received messages in my inbox and I cannot leave this unresolved. Despite the protests from

Seedsaver, the ABC in Australia is no better than any other MSM. The Australian Broadcasting Commission is a recognized, politically

biased organization, with little or no regard for the truth and have been instrumental in propagating the government narrative for the past

two years.
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monamon
Joined On 5/2/2012 5:13:13 PM
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This reminds me of the series "The six million dollar man". It´s all planned such long time ago!
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Im sure there are cloned people walking the streets...LOL.....or is that Stoned people...IDK..maybe all three......LOL I went to an actual

food store today.......still people with masks......unbelievable...old people .....kids...even seen a dog with a mask on......LOL...people are

nuts...............................wait a minute...the masks on one my Goose fell off.. .. LOL..... Yeah....a world with Monkeys with a third arm....

and dogs with a mask....and hundreds of people with masks on... IDK....but Im glad I live in a Nice quiet cave on MyMountain....and dinner

tonight was BeefHeart...MMMMM  Slice it thin like bacon and salt pepper and a splash of Maple Syrup...fryed in a frying pan for about a

minute.... and a side of sweetpotato french fries....cooked in real Lard........MMMMMMM ^

^^^^^^^ eat your heart out Gordon Ramsey , you are such a meathead........ Yawn...they promise people like this DR chuck mor......a 'piece

of the pie'  .......but he will just be another one to kick under the bus.....like Gate and Muck and Fauci and a bunch more 'Mouths" ....these

are just clowns dancing on the stage Now the monkey with a bionic arm .... Japan is the earths experts in Robotics ....and brain

interface..but these old dogs like Musk and gates wanna-bes......LOL...
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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I used to think that transhumanism was a neat idea, but I came to realised that it was/is reductionist folly, like much of modern

reductionist/divided standard-model science. From some content in the book "Invisible Rainbow", I infer that we are a whole, so our mind

is not just in our skull, but extends into the rest of our body, so a mind can't be "downloaded" from just the brain, and it is not impossible

that our body is merely a sophisticated shell. I reason that it is probably going to be far harder than some people think for a solid-state

computer to simulating all the many chemical and EMF information channels, and the 3D self-re-structuring, of an analogue biological

mind, and it may even be impossible if our body is a sophisticated shell.

Apparently our mind is not one, but multiple agents competing in our sub conscious, and our consciousness is just the tip of this, which

could make it even harder to control or simulate our minds. What the 'elites' are doing is called "playing god", also called hubris, like

bored/insane children who discover loaded -rearms (dangerous technology) and treat them as toys. It is only a matter of time before

disaster occurs, and they may not survive unscathed from this folly. Don't any of these 'elites' read the ancient myths where the gods

punish hubris, or Sci-Fi warning against technological hubris and the dire consequences e.g. the -lm "Serenity".
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd like to see this not get too radical here. As the information is crucial, guess who could take some phrases here and bias the rest of

society - as they choose to stay so ignorant that they wouldn't know any better.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM
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The ‘Global-Elite Covid-15 Plannedemic-Genocide of mRNA and Nano-Razor Injections’ is the weaponization of gene therapy and nano

technology. It's not enough for the greedy, insane, and evil Anglo-Saxon freemasonic fascist global-elite faraohs to destroy Earth, destroy

Nature (deforestation, lawn-cultivation, fragmentation of Ecosystems), destroy Species (turning healthy Wild organisms into GMOs),

destroy civilization and culture of ethnic groups (destroying South Africa's and Brazil's museums, oldest church in Aleppo, Syria, looting

Iraq's National Museum, destroying civilization's roots, burning down churches and Notre Dame cathedral, etc.).

it's not enough for NATO (USA + England) to take over all of Europe and now pushing east to corner Russia and take her over while risking

WWIII -- while deceiving the World via main media and governments' public statements in making Russia look like the aggressor -- it's not

enough for these Rotten Ones to steal all wealth of mankind via Klaus Schwab's Great Reset, it's not enough to destroy mankind with

pestilences and plannedemics and drugs and 5G, and to destroy Oceans with new RATs -- THEY are out to destroy humanity -- the very

thing that makes us humans, and to steal our Souls! And even to weaponize Consciousness.

The fact is THEY want it ALL and at the same time THEY don't know who THEY nor what the Hell THEY want! THEY have no vision for

Peace nor anything good for the World -- THEY are unapphy Soulless ones aimed to be the THORN at the side of the World. Pray for

Canada, pray for Russia, pray for Earth, pray for the World, pray for all the good people of Earth. Unless these crimes of genocide and

other crimes are prosecuted now and THEY are stopped -- THEY will not stop and these will continue because THEY know no restraint.

Someone needs to save the Anglo-Saxon from himself! Nuremberg 2022: England, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa.

Good People of Earth Unite!
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know, this whole plan of theirs requires compliance. I will not comply. Any person with a functioning brain and an IQ above their shoe

size will not comply, either.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their plan is to force everyone into complying, and if they can’t get you to comply, they will probably slaughter you. If you have the

balls to die before complying, than you’re in the same camp I am.  I fear God, not man. I’ll NEVER comply.  Their plan is to force a

mark upon us all that will bring about eternal damnation according to Revelation 14. Nobody is injecting me, or marking/tattooing

anything into/on me.  And to use a phrase from Mr. T …”I pity the fool” who tries to force my compliance.
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Hi! Here is a link to "alliances" with the White House, Facebook and so forth.

paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/59646808:WOChoaHtN:m:1:240014083..  Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed

clinician)
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These folks need "augmented" back to the Bronze age. Because their new age is a mess.
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How will the negaters, naysayers, and gainsayers explain away what has already been openly discussed on the MSM?

www.discovermagazine.com/mind/thought-broadcasting-when-your-thoughts-..
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. It seems the scientists have a little knowledge and they think they know it all.

Hmmm...Frankenstein comes to mind.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Frank N. Styn cousin of Ayn Styn   "what are you some kind of Ayn Styn?"
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The myth of Icarus, the man who `ew too close to the sun...And revenge of the nerds.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 'jab' is not a vaccine. It is a synthetic experimental gene altering pharmaceutical device. Genetically modi-ed plants are "legally"

patentable. Have jabbed human beings now become patentable as well?
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "elites" have always sought to manipulate and control. With today's technology and wealth they have their greatest tools. The truth

lies in the Bible, which is something the "elites" denegrate.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the rest of us humans are so deplorable, then why do they even bother with their transhumanism agenda?  They do such a good job

getting us into wars that they don't personally -ght, spreading disease, toxic jabs, polluted air, food and water. Why don't they just create

the perfect robot, i.e. Stepford Wives, and just be done with it? These elites and sel-sh nutjob rich people are way worse than Jeffrey

Dahmer.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just -nished a novel called "Klara and the Sun" by Kazuo Ishiguro in which society has been divided into those whose children who have

been "lifted" and those whose children have not. It is told through the eyes of a very special robot named Klara who cares for a girl

sickened by the process.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What these monsters want is terrifying. And the COVID jabs 'self assembling nanoparticles' are installing as we speak!

www.brighteon.com/cf03d0b1-a6ca-4741-b484-9ed90d818d23
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fears of Russian DNA Theft Cloud Putin-Macron Meeting steadfastdaily.com/fears-of-russian-dna-theft-cloud-putin-macron-meeti..  

This is very interesting. What are the implications of making your DNA avail to govt thru testing? If Macron has reasons to be concerned,

perhaps we should also be?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are Liberals About To Deny All Health Care To The Unvaccinated?

 dailyheadlines.com/are-liberals-about-to-deny-all-health-care-to-the-u..   Those who are unvaxed may be the fortunate ones. They may

be spared the worst of iatrogenics.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liberal = Idiot. These people think this is a libera-vs-conservative issue when most of the unvaccinated are the minorities that vote

Democrat. Like you said, being denied hospitalization may be God's blessing. People who lose their health insurance may become

more conscious about their health.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

secularheretic.substack.com/.../how-to-defeat-the-transhumanists

 | secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-transhumanist-divide-and-conquer

 | secularheretic.substack.com/p/graphene-oxide-epidemic-2-the-transhuman..

 | secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-transhumanist-agenda-the-rise
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my! Well, I will be “happy”! Own nothing. But wait, I will own something, maybe? Finally, -nally, I will join the Metaverse and buy a Gucci

purse.  No apology for the sarcasm. I know this article presents serious stuff-crazy stuff that I’ve been reading about on other platforms.

Just couldn’t resist sharing some absurd thoughts! Happy Valentine’s Day everyone!
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Jesus1luvhotmail.com
Joined On 11/29/2021 10:44:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr.Mercola for making your library visible again. It is an extremely valuable resource. It takes courage and guts to do what is

right these days. I do believe integrity is contagious though and thank you so much for taking a stand against corrupt people wanting

control of us all. All the best. Praying for you and your staff.
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HollyJolly1
Joined On 12/2/2020 5:29:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article. I have no desire to have anything to do with any of this. For better or worse, human beings are -ne the way they are, and

have NO need for these insane interventions. There is so much wrong in our world today and it has nothing to do with how many of us

there are. It has everything to do with the invasive manipulations of our minds through technology and other things we can’t even

imagine. These are very scary times. I wonder, how many of us will make it through this intact and unharmed? Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for

being courageous enough to stand up to this and to try to educate others despite the attacks upon yourself.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Picture of the Evil One: duckduckgo.com/?q=happy+merchant&t=brave&ia=images&iax=ima..
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In 1969 I read a book, Come, Let Us Play God by Leroy G Augenstein, that predicted all these things would happen when the DNA Code

was fully understood. Back then it was theory, now it is a horrifying reality.
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even though these are new technologies, the human body and brain are de-nitely "old technology," and one wonders whether cancer,

autism, and dementia will skyrocket once we tamper with our old biological technology. It's already happening with exposure to Wi-Fi and

EMFs. A recent study was done of the effects of microchipping cats, which is required by many shelters and states, and the chip not only

shortens their lives and increases their risks of cancer, but if you are pet owner, perhaps you have noticed all the "human" diseases

(diabetes, pancreatitis, liver failure, kidney failure) that cats are suffering from. There is an old saying: "Be not deceived. God is not

mocked." Tampering with the foundations of life is like mocking God, and we do so at our own peril. Meanwhile, the planet is dying,

people are starving, and animals are going extinct. These people need to get their own heads out of the clouds and back to the earth,

before it becomes uninhabitable.
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@EstherOul, Plato uttered the same nonsensical "end of the world" moanings.
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MaryRN
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The scariest statement in this was that "the legal and ethical obligations" will not be what is guiding this research. To me that says

anything is possible, and seeing what man has done to man makes me afraid for the future of all mankind. MMC88121
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A few years ago at work a couple guys and I were kicking around the idea of 3G warriors. These would be -ghting men who usually live in

a 3G environment, where everything weighs 3 times what it does on earth. After a few years living there, they become super strong. When

they -ght on earth, they are super men. The downside: they are quite expensive to develop and maintain.
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Joined On 5/5/2021 5:56:25 AM
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I'm surprised nobody is commenting on the TV drama series Limetown which describes trans-humanism experiments on a secret

community. For those connected up there was no privacy any more, everyone knew what everyone else was thinking, and when one

person got burnt to death in an insurrection they all felt like it was happening to them.
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cha3839
Joined On 8/19/2021 1:48:26 PM
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Bertolt Brecht “First of all, they came to take the gypsies and I was happy because they pilfered. Then they came to take the Jews and I

said nothing, because they were unpleasant to me. Then they came to take homosexuals, and I was relieved, because they were annoying

me. Then they came to take the Communists, and I said nothing because I was not a Communist. One day they came to take me, and

there was nobody left to protest. Bertold Brecht, inspired by Emil Gustav Friedrich Martin Niemöller”
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most obvious `aw here is that this departure from sanity is justi-ed by offering up the threat of the same old dubious phantoms; We

need to do this because our enemies (none speci-ed) will surely be doing it also and stealing a march on us. paulcardin.substack.com
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IanW2001
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Is there any tolerance on this forum for the notion that: "There Are No Accidents In The Universe"? Any questions as to why & how we got

to where we are ...who did it...who are the bad guys...why me, why us? (I'm not bad but not so sure about you). "This is Perfect, That is

Perfect, Perfect Comes From Perfect. Take Perfect From Perfect & The Remainder Is Perfect" We - individually, Nationally & Globally - are

ful-lling our Karma. Get over it. All we can do is act appropriately in the Present Moment. Carry On.
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ProximaC
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Yes, but I'd rather prefer "accident rules all corners of this universe except in the deepest recesses of the human heart". We don't

have to be part of the grand accident if we are able to live in the present moment. If we humans can truly do this, myself included,

we can transcend individual and species karma. We all want perfection and yet few appear to see what is needed to come to it.

(The quote btw is a paraphrase from "Snow Falling on Cedars" that stuck with me ever since I saw the movie and read the book).
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It's not called an "accident" in Fauci's & Gate's world. It's called calculated risk. They go forward with dangerous gain of function

research under the mindset that the bene-ts outweigh the risks. You must understand what their de-nition of bene-ts is. For them

it means more money to solve the crisis they just created. So there's no risk in their get-rich-quick scam. They simply get to make

vaccines at warp speed any time they have a lab leak/accident. They have nothing to lose and everything to gain the more reckless

they are.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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"We are the Borg. You have been assimilated. Resistance is futile"! So man wants to "re-Create" man, in the image of A.I! Their nefarious

plan is to make God "irrelevant". These demons are totally and utterly insane and evil! This insanity takes the term "Endless Wars" to a

whole new level. All who are involved in this evil, are certi-ably insane! 2030/2050? The biosphere is collapsing and it is accelerating. I

doubt if this civilization will make it to the end of this decade. If you don't know what I'm talking about; then you've been totally distracted

from the damage that has been done to this planet, for decades and I simply do not have time to explain! Just sit in front of the boobtube

with your cheetos and pretend that when you get out of bed tomorrow; it will be a beautiful world and everything will be just wonderful!
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Then you have Elon Musk inhabiting Mars. That's his goal in life.
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Yep! He plans to ful-l his karma on Mars!!
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"The COVID-19 pandemic was declared in B.C. two years ago and has led to massive upheaval for people hit with restrictions on

what they can do, how they do things like work and shop, and how they behave. It has also led to a deepening divide between

people across social, economic and political lines." I am tired of the same old lamestream rhetoric - day in and day out! The

"alleged" pandemic has not affected our lives in any way. It is the greedy, insane and power hungry globalists, who have turned the

lives of countless millions of people upside down! Let's call it what it is! You don't have to bother reading the following article; but, I

want you to look at the photo with Dr. Bonnie Hitler standing in front of it.

This is NOT the "Canadian" `ag! theprovince.com/health/local-health/covid-19-restrictions-5-things-to-..  Actually; you should read

the entire article, to get a better idea of the utter insanity! "4. Anti-viral medicines are hitting the market Keep an eye out this week

for details on the drug tocilizumab — a monoclonal antibody treatment just approved for use to treat COVID-19 by the World Health

Organization. This means there are now six COVID-19 treatments approved by the WHO.

Tocilizumab will be available for use in critically-ill patients in hospital because of COVID-19 and be delivered intravenously. This

comes as B.C.’s biotech sector continues to score wins in helping bring COVID-19 treatments to the world. For example,

Vancouver-based SaNOtize has just won approval for its COVID nasal spray in India, and will this week continue to work on getting

approval in Canada. And Vancouver company AbCellera’s antibody therapy bebtelovimab has just been approved for emergency

use in the U.S." These evil minions are doing their very best to bring down this entire civilization!
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How about this utter BS? "Ford says end of Ontario vaccine certi-cates on March 1 comes ‘despite’ trucker protests". This is

EXACTLY what I said they would say...100% predictable! In case you all missed it; the mask mandates will remain in effect

"inde-nitely" across Canada! Got to keep the Lemmings muzzled!
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Have you been watching the Olympics? I watched some of the -gure skating competitions where the athletes where being

interviewed immediately after competing. The athletes were still out of breath from competing and were wearing face masks! How

is that healthy?
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Jackaroni; I'm assuming, that is a rhetorical question. The masks are destroying people's health much faster than any virus ever

could! Why do you think they're continuing the mandate? Of course; any and all sickness is blamed on covid, covid, covid!
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Does anyone remember the meme from the early 2000's of Gates as a Borg with the quote "You will be assimilated" ? It is

impossible to -nd on the Internet now (as far as I can tell). Maybe it was too close to the truth.
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Meow; is this what you're talking about?...took me about 10 seconds. lurkertech.com/bill-the-borg
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Psychopaths, sociopaths - homo sapiens retards... If these are the types who will govern the future world, then it's all over for humanity.

These psychopaths will take themselves down if they think they could win a war with their transhumanistic methods. The tragedy is they

will take the rest of humanity down with them with perhaps the exception of those who might lead sane, moral, ethical lives in harmony

with the natural or cosmic order, or God. I refuse to bend to these retards, much less bow to them. Instead, I will mend myself with their

every machination and bow to God.
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sandra dee and bobby darin say goodbye: https://youtu.be/kG6QW8Cu7oo
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JillB1
Joined On 3/23/2008 1:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a God, and I do not believe He will allow this.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@JillB1, Gods have "allowed" much ever since human beings -rst invented them from their imagination.  I take what Marcus

Tullius Cicero mistakenly said about the Cyranaic Epicureans and apply it 100% more accurately to religion and religious faith as

such: "Res tota -cta pueriliter est." "The whole thing is a childish -ction."
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The fool has said in his heart there is no God." Psalm 14:1 of the Holy Bible. And you are right, JillB1. He's still in charge. All of this

will end when He says "enough."
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Connect21
Joined On 2/14/2022 3:52:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola, since respect for his career, many do not understand how he has not yet published an article on the discoveries of GO in

Vacc made by different scientists around the world USA (Stew Peters) and who was -rst known for the Quinta Columna's Team. Key links:

https://laquintacolumna.info  (PDF Dr. Campras -nal study Micro-Raman Spectroscopy); PDF GO Toxicity art. UK LAB REPORT RELEASED

- GRAPHENE OXIDE PRESENT IN ALL C19 VACCINES TESTED www.notonthebeeb.co.uk/.../uk-lab-report

 laquintacolumna.tv/video/cienti-cos-neozelandeses-encuentran-microtec..
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WAR MEASURES ACT - AS EARLY AS TOMORROW, FEBRUARY 15, 2002

mailchi.mp/8b2710425db9/war-measures-act-trudeau-close-to-pulling-the-..  Source: Keean Bext, The Counter Signal.  "Technically, it is

now called the Emergencies Act, but let's call it like it is. The act would allow Trudeau to go to war with unarmed, civilian protesters in

Ottawa and across the country. This is a shocking escalation. The last time this was used, a politician had been kidnapped and killed.

Using it on peaceful demonstrators who have not lifted a -nger against anyone is unheard of.

This is on track to be Canada's Tiananmen Square."  Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada, 1968 - 1979 and 1980 - 1984 (he

lost the election in 1979), Justin's father, declared Martial Law when the FLQ (Front de libération du Québec ) crisis was on - much, much

different - they were blowing up mail boxes and people were in serious danger.

 iconicphotos.wordpress.com/2010/01/10/the-death-of-pierre-laporte/  Is the Biden Ukraine war is a false `ag designed to distract?

 PLEASE HELP BY POSTING THIS INFORMATION PUBLICLY AS OFTEN AS YOU CAN - THE URL BELOW HAS ALL THE EVIDENCE TO

CHARGE AND ARREST JUSTIN TRUDEAU.

WE ARE BEING VICTIMIZED AND THE TRUCKERS HAVE NOT BROKEN THE LAW ACCORDING TO THE CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS

AND FREEDOMS.  BREAKING: CRIMINAL CANADIAN MONOPLY DR. DAVID MARTIN EXPOSES WHY TRUDEAU WON’T BACK DOWN.

 beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/02/new-stew-peters-dr-david-martin-cri..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Retsbew . These are Trudeau's lies JUSTIN TRUDEAU CLAIMS RACISM TO ATTACK PROTESTS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

rumble.com/vus11o-justin-trudeau-claims-racism-to-attack-protests-for-..  (02/12/2022).. Protests against the mandates are

spreading all over the world. Now hundreds of cars, motorhomes and trucks that were part of a Canadian-style protest convoy

against Covid regulations continue their march from Paris to the Brussels Parliament where they are demonstrating this Monday.

Demonstrators brandished French `ags and chanted "We will not surrender" and "Freedom, freedom." "We will go to Brussels to try

to block it, to -ght against this policy of permanent control," said Jean-Pierre Schmit, an unemployed 58-year-old who came from

Toulouse.

For Sandrine, 45, who came from Lyon, the government's response to the Covid crisis had revealed that "we're losing our freedoms

bit by bit, in an insidious way." www.france24.com/en/europe/20220214-french-convoy-against-covid-restri..  (02/14/2022)

CANADIAN FREEDOM TRUCKERS PROTESTS SPREAD ACROSS THE WORLD

rumble.com/vutsay-canadian-freedom-truckers-protests-spread-across-the..  (02/13/2022) PARIS POLICE USE HEAVY HANDED

TACTICS AGAINST TRUCKERS & SUPPORTERS @ FREEDOM CONVOY.

rumble.com/vutqy9-paris-police-use-heavy-handed-tactics-against-trucke..  (02/13/2022) POLICE IN PARIS ARE PANICKING AS

THE FRENCH TRUCKERS FREEDOM CONVOY HEAD TO THE CITY

rumble.com/vuqrih-police-in-paris-are-panicking-over-the-french-trucke..  (02/12/2022) TRUCKER CONVOY FEBRUARY 12, 2022.

rumble.com/vuupym-trucker-convoy-february-12-2022.html  (02/13/2022) INTERNATIONAL ACTION ALERT! FRENCH *** BEAT UP

UNARMED TRUCKERS AND PROTESTERS. rumble.com/vus49h-international-action-alert-french-***-beat-up-unarme..

 (02/12/2022)
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  And here also dr David Martin admits he has proof that Trudeau is pro-ting off the jabs. What a horrible

man! Why are all the lawyers acting like crickets? Are there too many natzis running the show here in British Columbia? Canadians

want their freedom back, end the government tyranny. Watching the super bowl seeing everyone else living life, what is wrong with

Trudeau? Happens to be the anniversary of the infamous pig farm? The irony of all the distractions. People are waking up thank

god!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Retsbew. I expected to see this and I also expect that it will be ignored by most people! They have no idea of what a dire

situation we are in. By the time they -gure it out - if ever - it will be too late! I, for one, take this global tyranny very seriously!

Apathy, indifference and complacency has gotten us to where we are; and from what I can see, it will continue, right up until the

demise of humanity! Trudeau will take out the peaceful protesters by "any and all means necessary", before his true nature is

revealed!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew   and all, I detest adding to the misery but since we're all operating under the notion that forewarned is forearmed (better

to know than not to know) here's the link to Reiner and cohorts Day 2 exploration of The Globalists. Chris Thompson gives an

historical overview of some three plus centuries with emphasis on the second half of the 19th century forward. Matt Ehret explains

what is Canada in a manner and detail unlike anything I've ever heard before:    www.bitchute.com/.../P4LHcy8L9Cbc
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I told you all this on Friday of last week. Sent the link and all...its always about $$$$$$$$$$$$$ power and control.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BTW: Since trudeau has already labelled the PEACEFUL protestors as "insurrectionists"; is it a stretch to believe that he would

invoke the "War Measures Act"? He is in full damage control mode now and has to protect his lies and deception!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epi-cure; we are not the ones who are causing all the misery. We are the ones trying to end it and reclaim our lives.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider the possibility that the history you were taught in school as the true account of what happened was a lie, a fabrication, a

twist of facts, an omission of facts, a -ctional story to hide the truth from the people so that the elite could maintain control of the

world. Watch these two videos and decide for yourself Part 1)

rumble.com/vtzga2-special-ops-revealed-deep-states-dirtiest-secret-a-m..  Part 2) www.bitchute.com/.../wKMuM7XqRuIu
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The truly scary thing is that there is still a large chunk of the Canadian population that support Trudeau, just as a large chunk of

Americans still support Biden. These are the people who are unwittingly contributing to the obstruction of freedom.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy   my abbreviated comment stemmed from what Retsbew was reporting from Ottawa that for my understanding might be

sitting on a (powder keg -- my words, not hers) combined with me still reeling from what I learned yesterday about Canadian

history. I did know Canada too had less than a pristine human rights history and that the ties to "The Crown" were never completely

severed. Among the new things learned were that Trudy's sworn loyalty is to The Privy Council and not to Canada. My hunch is few

Canadians know this otherwise you wouldn't have those knucklehead anti Truckers presenting their ignorant carcasses at your

nation's capitol. Watch the -rst two speakers, Thompson and especially Ehret on the Fuellmich link I posted.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MaxDuncan  I watched part of that last week. The Vatican is a cesspool but I'm still trying to discern who is the penultimate

director, them or The City Of London.
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Nat
Joined On 11/10/2006 9:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry Seedsaver but it is you who is mistaken. I am 72 years of age and this was the biggest rally ever, including the Vietnam War

protests. As I said, MSM either downplayed the event or ignored it. If you had seen the drone footage, you would be aware that this crowd

was far bigger than anything that came before. The Australian Federal Police said that in excess of 1,000,000 vehicles came into

Canberra for this event. You can apply your own formula to extrapolate the number of people in more than 1,000,000 cars. Why anyone

would still be watching the ABC or any MSM is beyond me.

This is another estimate of numbers at the rally in Canberra, the Australian Capital. I downplayed the numbers in my post, choosing to be

a little conservative.  rumble.com/vusxoo-riccardo-bossi-thanks-all-australia-for-canberra-suc..  This is footage taken by a drone and isn't

the complete crowd as people were still arriving and many had a very long walk, due to a lack of parking. www.youtube.com/watch
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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"seedsaver" is a TROLL. It should be obvious by now. "It was on ABC news"...duh - okay!
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Nat Here's a bitchute one with various viewpoints including playing of the Last Post and 1 minute silence, about 13 minutes in

all. A very good turnout. NOT the ABC version :-) www.bitchute.com/.../lrHCA6HbGeGF
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, it's quite possible to disagree without being a troll - and calling someone a troll is a very lazy way to dismiss a comment

without offering any evidence. I often disagree with posters who make exaggerated or outlandish comments, as I prefer to stick to

the truth.    The ABC I refer to is the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (already explained this above), a far superior organisation

to the US version. It is highly trusted and respected, with a high standard of journalism, and often reports on issues others are

afraid to touch. 2.5 million, one tenth of the population? I don't think so!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to

another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. Daniel 2:43 Iron = Nanotechnology Miry clay = mankind aka `esh “They shall mingle

themselves” ???

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 6:56:04 PM
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a forced compliance is not voluntary

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 9:43:07 PM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isiah Chapter 55:10-11 New International Version 10 As the rain and the snow   come down from heaven, and do not return to it   without

watering the earth and making it bud and `ourish,   so that it yields seed for the sower and bread for the eater, 11 so is my word that goes

out from my mouth:   It will not return to me empty, but will accomplish what I desire   and achieve the purpose for which I sent it. Also

see Isaiah 5:20-24 New International Version 20 Woe to those who call evil good   and good evil, who put darkness for light   and light for

darkness, who put bitter for sweet   and sweet for bitter.

21 Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes   and clever in their own sight. 22 Woe to those who are heroes at drinking wine   and

champions at mixing drinks, 23 who acquit the guilty for a bribe,   but deny justice to the innocent. 24 Therefore, as tongues of -re lick up

straw   and as dry grass sinks down in the `ames, so their roots will decay   and their `owers blow away like dust; for they have rejected

the law of the Lord Almighty   and spurned the word of the Holy One of Israel. ...I'm not worried one little bit.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 9:17:42 AM
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mymercola111
Joined On 9/29/2011 11:41:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"As it was in the days of Noah , so shall it be when the son of man comes," Mathew 34:27,in Noahs day mankind was scienti-cally

advanced ,most people do not realize this, and many will ridicule the Idea , but they made progress over 1600 years from Adam to Noah

and the mind of mankind was sharper then ,it hadn't been degenerated by sin and sinful habits as long as our generation has, they were

tampering with human genetics, God saw that every thought and action by man was evil continually.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 6:48:57 PM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There’s nothing new under the sun. What has been, will be again. God destroyed the world once with water, the next time will be 

🔥

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 6:59:12 PM
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twowheelsdown2002
Joined On 10/8/2010 6:19:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Genesis it states that "Noah was a righteous man, PURE IN HIS GENERATIONS". His family was saved to preserve the genetic

purity of the human race. Evil forces were attempting to alter the creation that is man. And these vaccines are a new assault on our

genetic purity, as is transhumanism.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 9:12:10 PM
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twowheelsdown2002
Joined On 10/8/2010 6:19:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may not be the -rst time that mankind was threatened by genetic engineering. In the book of Genesis it states "Noah was a

righteous man, PURE IN HIS GENERATIONS ". Meaning that the family's preservation may have been done to protect the Genetic purity of

mankind. Is this just another attack on the species of man to alter us away from our created state?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 3:35:40 PM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 7:54:34 PM
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

god's chosen are behind all this, their main book the talmud says we belong to them and they have the right to enslave us "Let me control

money and I care not who makes the laws"   famous Rothschild

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/14/2022 4:24:20 PM
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